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Rolling Out the Devices
MISA Prairies Spring Conference will look for municipal solutions
to manage any-time, anywhere computing. See page 5

Cody Harbridge of Calgary, standing
on a C-train platform, consults a
transit-management app on his iPad.
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Looking for Survey Plans?
We’ve got them!
Teranet and Land
Survey Records
now have survey
plan images
available through
GeoWarehouse.ca

Plans mapped
to PIN!

Great news! Teranet and
Land Survey Records have
created an indexed listing
of survey plan images to
PIN. As a GeoWarehouse
user, you’ll be proactively
notified that survey plan
images are available for a property. A quick
search shows the list of plans, and allows for
layering of the associated PINS on the map.

Teranet Enterprises Inc.
gwsales@teranet.ca
416 643 1144
Land Survey Records Inc.
info@landsurveyrecords.com
1 888 809 5513

Automatic
Notification!

Actual online images are in colour.

Property tools that
make you the expert.
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Keeping in Touch
By Maurice Gallant
President, MISA/ASIM Canada

National Change
And Progress

RIM, Nokia, Microsoft, SAP, Citrix? Cisco, TELUS, Bell,
Rogers? What’s an IT team to do?

Roy Wiseman and me a few weeks ago. We are making
arrangements to present it to RIMQ, MISA Prairies and MISA BC.

I read somewhere recently that “technology leaders will
need to deal with an unprecedented level of change over the
next few years.” Now, there’s a news scoop!

The sustainability plan comprises three main components:

I’m not sure if all this precipitous change is unique to
information technology, but we seem to have more than
our share. I am convinced that, if each of us tries to find a
trail through the chaos on our own without reaching out to
colleagues, peers and trusted advisers, then, let’s face it, we
are not doing our jobs well.
This is the key reason why I remain convinced that we
as an IT community must continue our work to build a strong
MISA/ASIM Canada – our MISA/ASIM Canada.
Many of us who have been around for a while have seen
MISA/ASIM Canada grow and begin to take its place over
the years. And we have had a growing number of successes
in the last while. To be blunt, however, we must do a lot
more to ensure we are adding value to our members if we
are to take our rightful place as the trusted, authoritative
voice and rallying point for municipal IT. I am convinced
that this strong, empowered, authoritative voice is absolutely
essential so that we may have substantive dialogue with
peers, other levels of government and industry.

Direction From Members
As many of you know, MISA/ASIM Canada has been
working hard in preparing the next steps. At our AGM in
May of 2010 we took direction from you. You told us that
we needed to make some real strides to clarify our role and
relationship vis-à-vis the five regional chapters and that we
needed to implement a proper sustainability model.
Many of you as board members, interested volunteers
and committed friends rose to the challenge, and the results
were impressive. Together we got a lot done! A renewed
Web site, new vendor special offers, development of proposed new special-interest groups and a Municipal CIO
Summit in 2011, and the preparation of an even bigger and
better event planned for May 2012 in Hamilton.
There is a still a lot to be done to ensure that MISA/ASIM
Canada takes its place as our collective vehicle from which to
speak, collaborate, lobby, and learn from each other on issues
and topics of national scope and pan-Canadian interest.
To give MISA/ASIM Canada the foundation it will
need, a team of volunteers has been preparing a sustainability plan. This plan was presented to MISA Ontario by
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1) An equitable and fair funding model designed to transfer
existing costs and contributions for products of national
scope
2) Creation of new products and events of national interest
designed to add real value to member chapters while
providing opportunities for revenue generation
3) Creation of innovative new products for the vendor
community to consider, being careful not to erode the
relationship such vendors may have with regional chapters, thus ensuring that existing funding provided to the
chapters by these vendors is not affected.
The sustainability plan proposals must be discussed with
each of the regional chapter boards and will no doubt be
tweaked and tuned into shape before the recommendations
can be implemented.
It will be lots of work, but I am confident we are up to
the challenge. I am sure we will soon be in a position to
implement the sustainability model and proposed steps you
have helped develop. By working together, we will build a
stronger MISA/ASIM Canada.

National Collaboration
Through a stronger, more sustainable national organization,
we will continue to learn from each other and collaborate on
challenges of national scope.
Through our MISA/ASIM Canada, we will work with
other levels of government to ensure that our concerns are
heard and properly considered. And through our MISA/
ASIM Canada, we will establish a strong relationship with
vendors and suppliers.
In closing, I want to say thank you. I have had the privilege of serving you as president of MISA/ASIM Canada
since 2010. In May, it will be time for me to pass responsibility to a new president who will bring our organization
even further forward.
So to the insightful reporter who tells us that “technology
leaders will need to deal with an unprecedented level of
change over the next few years,” I say we’re ready – and
MISA/ASIM Canada will be one of the tools in our toolbox
to help us take on the challenges of managing change.
maurice.gallant@fredericton.ca n
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MISA/ASIM News
Across Canada

MISA Prairies Spring Conference to Focus
On Keeping Up with Mobile Devices
By Cynthia Griffith
City of Calgary
THE PRAIRIE PROVINCES are known for
sunshine, but there’s a looming cloud
on the horizon – mobile devices – that
may be right overhead by now.
Your employees have them. Your
children have them. Are you keeping up?
As IT moves into the consumer market, public expectations have changed
dramatically. Has your shop developed
the capabilities needed to deliver? Can
new approaches help address client
demand and cost pressures?
To answer these questions, The City
of Calgary is pleased to be host for the
2012 MISA Prairies Spring Conference
on April 22-24.
“Any time! Anywhere! Any device!
Any worries?” is this year’s theme, with
emphasis on the way organizations
maximize their outcomes with limited
resources.
Come to Calgary to get the latest
information from vendors working to
help municipalities build the capabilities
they need to develop smarter solutions
and services faster.
Share opportunities and concerns,
and learn what other municipal organizations are planning and doing already.
Understand cloud-computing opportunities, the impact of mobility, and
how to use the strengths of our partners

to meet stakeholder expectations during this dynamic time.
Take this opportunity to
get the information you need
to develop the right strategies
for your organization and
build partnerships with other
organizations that can help
you deliver the right solutions
for clients.

Lots of Networking Time
You can expect two days
of presentations from both
vendors and municipal participants. Time will be available to visit vendor booths,
network with peers, and make
new friendships.
Don’t forget the chance to
Calgary network technician Cody Harbidge, left,
win the coveted MISA Cup,
which will again be awarded consults a mobile device with David Basto, project
manager with the Information Solutions section of
to the initiative that receives
Calgary’s IT department.
the highest number of votes
from peers, so get ready to
The conference agenda and
present your initiative in our Municipal
information for delegates and sponsors
Showcase.
is available at www.misaprairies.ca.
The conference will be held in an
Register and book your room now!
outstanding venue, the Delta Bow
We look forward to seeing you.
Valley Hotel at 209 4th Avenue S.E.
in downtown Calgary.
Within walking distance of the city’s
vibrant nightlife, the hotel offers stunning
river and downtown skyline views.
For reservations at the special
conference rate please visit
www.deltabowvalley.com/gfamis041.

Cynthia Griffith is senior enterprise
architect in the Governance,
Planning and Architecture section of
the City of Calgary’s Information Technology department and can be reached
at cynthia.griffith@calgary.ca. n
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IT Leaders to Gather at Hamilton Summit
The second annual Municipal CIO
Summit promises to be an excellent
opportunity for the heads of municipal
IT departments and other senior IT
executives to collaborate and continue
discussions about national issues of
common interest.

It will begin with MISA/ASIM
Canada’s Annual General Meeting
in the afternoon on Wednesday, May
30, the last day of the MISA Ontario
Annual Conference held at the same
venue, and will end at noon Friday.

Building on the success of the first
MCIO Summit organized by MISA/
ASIM Canada in May 2011, the
2012 event will engage IT leaders for
approximately two days of presentations and discussions.

Maurice Gallant of Fredericton,
president of MISA/ASIM Canada, has
sent messages to municipal CIOs and
other IT officials to invite them to
participate in this unique senior-level
event and is consulting them on
suggestions for program content.

The summit will be held in Hamilton, Ontario, on May 30-June 1, at the
Downtown Hamilton Sheraton Hotel.

The organizing committee, led by
Kathryn Bulko of the City of Toronto,
anticipates that each program segment/

MISA BC Outlines Plans for AGM
And Conferences in Spring and Fall
MISA BC will be addressing highprofile topics at its spring and fall
conferences, which will be held in two
of the province’s most scenic locations.
The Spring Conference and Annual
General Meeting will take place May
24-25 in Kamloops, while the Fall
Conference will be held September
18-21 at the Harrison Hot Springs
Resort and Spa near Chilliwack.
At the annual MISA BC Vendor
Luncheon on February 7, delegates
were given an early look at both
conferences. The annual luncheon,
presented in appreciation of associate
members’ support for the association,
attracted about 40 people to the Pan
Pacific Hotel in Vancouver, reports
Wayne Ikesaka of the City of Vernon.
The theme of the Spring Conference at the Thompson Rivers University
Conference Centre in Kamloops will
be “Mobile Government.” Registration
is available at http://bit.ly/
misa-spring-reg-2012.
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Chilliwack will be host city for the
Fall Conference. MISA BC has booked
the entire Harrison Hot Springs resort
exclusively for the full four days. The
resort boasts five natural mineral hot
spring pools and is also home to the
Healing Springs Spa.
Chair Erik Leidekker described
some highlights of the conference
plans, including its theme of “Beyond
Privacy and Security.”
Keynote speakers will include: Eric
O’Neill, a security consultant, lawyer
and former FBI agent; Elizabeth
Denham, information and privacy
commissioner for British Columbia;
and Michel Juneau-Katsuya, a security
specialist at The Northgate Group in
Ottawa and former intelligence officer
with the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service.
For more information please see
www.misa2012.ca. n

topic will begin with a panel discussion, featuring a mix of speakers from
the municipal CIO community and
sponsoring organizations.
MISA/ASIM Canada is inviting
sponsorship of the summit by up to five
companies. Candidate organizations
will be recognized leaders in supplying
technology solutions to municipal
governments.
For more information about
participating in the event, please
contact Roy Wiseman, executive
director of MISA/ASIM Canada, at
roy.wiseman@rogers.com. n

Peter Bennett Award
Nominations Open
Nominations have opened for the
2012 Peter Bennett Award, the highest
municipal IT award in Canada.
The award is presented by MISA/
ASIM Canada to one or more individuals
for outstanding contributions to the
municipal IT community and MISA/
ASIM Canada’s mission and objectives,
while exemplifying Peter Bennett’s spirit
of demonstrated leadership and working
“beyond the call” with humour and
humanity.
Bennett, from Winnipeg, was a
visionary municipal IT leader who died
suddenly in 2005.
The 2012 award recipient will be
announced at the MISA/ASIM Canada
MCIOC Summit in Hamilton on May 31,
and the award will be presented at the
annual conference of the recipient’s
chapter.
Nominations close March 23.
Please e-mail nominations to Kathryn
Bulko, kbulko@toronto.ca. n
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MISA Ontario Expands Schedule of Events
Organized by executive director
Alison Hermansen, these events include
both educational and networking
opportunities.
Coming in April is a workshop on
cloud computing, including industry
speakers, an experts’ panel and an
afternoon of roundtable discussions.
It will be held April 11 at RIM Park
facilities in Waterloo.
On April 11-12, a joint event with
URISA Ontario Chapter will take
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place in Sault Ste. Marie, offering
GIS-related speakers and a workshop
on open government.
The annual conference, May 27-30
in Hamilton, will have a theme of
“transITion – Building the Future.”
Registration for all events is open at
www.misa.on.ca/en/event_list.asp.
On January 13, the first MISA
Ontario Snow Day was held at the
Osler Bluff Ski Club in the Town of
Blue Mountains, attracting about 30
people. Participants enjoyed skiing,
snowshoeing and the Scandinave Spa
near the ski hill. n

Photo by Geoff Hogan

MISA Ontario has expanded its
regional and special-events programs
in advance of its annual conference in
June, sponsoring several events.

MISA Ontario member representatives relax
in the Osler Bluff ski chalet January 13.

It’s time for
new ideas.
Fiscal Sustainability.
kpmg.ca/publicsector

© 2012 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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City of Calgary Looks for New Ways
To Improve its Virtualized Environment
By Joe Kistorma and Dino Megliola
City of Calgary
Like many Canadian municipalities, The City of Calgary is working
to reduce data storage and processing costs through virtualization.
With a “virtualize first” policy, we have been virtualizing as much of
our infrastructure as possible.
The Information Technology department believes that, if your
municipality is not virtualizing IT infrastructure, it is wasting money. But
that’s not the end of the story. You can virtualize your servers and other
devices and still waste money.
To have a virtual infrastructure that meets today’s needs for top-level
service and bottom-level costs, you need to measure the performance
of your equipment and manage it with service agility in mind.
Calgary is undertaking a couple of projects that we believe are
consistent with best practices for server and storage technology.

Under-used Capacity
Before virtualization was introduced, many municipalities were familiar
with server “sprawl” and the resulting under-usage of servers. We have
discovered that the problem still exists with virtual servers.
Yes, virtual servers are frequently underused. In fact we have
determined that our virtual machines are using only 10 per cent of the
processing power allocated to them.
It is not processing power that is the key constraint for our applications, it is memory utilization. Our applications are memory intensive
as opposed to processor intensive.
It appears that a primary cause of our server under-usage is that
application vendors are calling for excessive processing capacity in the
specifications for their apps. The specs will say that a certain kind of
server is needed to run the application – but in fact it will run just fine
on a server with much less power.
Our advice to other municipalities is to use monitoring tools to
ensure that virtual servers are being properly used.
Based on our monitoring results and using tools from a company
called Solar Winds, we have begun a project to tune our virtual environment so that the servers are using only the resources that our metering
tools indicate that the applications require, not what the vendors specify.
Virtualization, we have learned, is not a one-step process and certainly is not necessarily the end of inefficiency. We see our challenges in
the next two to three years as ensuring that we have the right monitoring
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tools in place, that our environment is not oversized, and that we are not over-licensed.

Development Environment
Our second current project is aimed at providing
more flexible and cost-effective service to client
departments, while reducing demands on our
infrastructure.
Within the City of Calgary a number of
different departments are developing their own
applications. Some of these applications have
been developed on the SharePoint platform for
our internal and external Web portals.
The IT department has strict controls and procedures for solution development, given that we
must maintain the availability and reliability of
the environment. If a cool new marketing application were launched on our Web site without
being configured properly, it could take it down.
Not all departments may agree with the necessity
for our mandated procedures. The procedures
admittedly add to the time required to develop,
test, and launch an app. Some departments have
discovered a work-around method by means of
cloud-computing services. Maybe you have seen
this in your own municipality.
Industry calls it the “shadow IT.” All any
department needs to facilitate its own application
development is a credit card. For a relatively
small monthly fee any department can get access
to a server and hosted application-development
services from cloud platform-as-a-service providers
in the United States.
This raises obvious issues of data security,
data privacy and service integration. We do not
want to be a hindrance to our clients in other
departments, however.
So instead of having our clients move to the
cloud, we want to give them options. We have
a plan.
In preparation we have been using Google
Apps in pilot projects for office productivity (word
pro, spreadsheets), and learned a lot about the
contract and management issues involved.
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Then last year, we began a pilot project to learn how to
deploy and manage internal cloud-computing infrastructure
with a product from VMware called vCloud Director. This
enables a portion of a virtual environment to be segregated
from the production virtual environment.
We have created a virtual application hosting environment
where applications can be developed with built-in security.
Since this environment is separated from our production environment we permit developers to have complete control over
the servers. They cannot affect our production applications.
We are using this capability internally in IT but will soon
offer it to our colleagues in other Calgary departments as an
internal cloud option.

Departmental Sandbox
The IT department is also initiating a project with a Canadian company to run virtual servers on an external hosted
infrastructure using the same product that we are deploying
in our internal cloud. We will offer the use of this virtual
“sandbox” to IT developers and possibly client departments.
This will overcome an issue that sometimes arises when
a department independently develops its own applications
using hosted services in the clouds.
Suppose that a developer creates an app and tests it in
the cloud for a few months, then wants to run it permanently
in Calgary’s environment. Well, it’s not that simple.
Many cloud providers do not offer an export feature,
preferring that their clients continuously use the product set
contained in their infrastructure. That means that any app
developed within such a cloud service has to be rebuilt from
scratch in the client’s own environment.
This could take us a great deal of time. With our proposed project, however, it would be easy to copy a cloudbuilt app from the external provider into our environment
without the need to rebuild it.
We in IT could serve as brokers between the departments and the hosted provider, dealing with the service level
agreement, the contractual issues and the privacy and security issues, using the knowledge we have gained from other
cloud-computing projects such as our Google Apps pilot.
The departments would be able to take advantage of the
on-demand costing models provided by external hosting services.
Departments have reacted enthusiastically to our proposal. Specifically we have offered to help them develop
SharePoint apps by means of our pilot project, for purposes
of internal collaboration and for marketing campaigns on
www.calgary.ca.
We expect to begin the pilot project by winter’s end and
to have initial results ready to report at the MISA Prairies
Spring Conference in Calgary on April 22-24.

New Way of Thinking
Up until now, municipalities that have undertaken virtualization
projects have assumed that virtualization has to be within the
four walls of the data centre. This is not necessarily the case,
and hope that our pilot project will demonstrate how new
options are opening up via the cloud for municipalities
planning the future of their servers and storage infrastructure.
We see the future almost like a cell-phone plan. Years ago,
phone contracts were offered in big lumps of time. Then they
evolved to offer usage charges by the minute, then by the second. We believe that municipalities, in the same way, should
have the option to pay for infrastructure based on usage.
Joe Kistorma, supervisor of Windows server administration
with the City of Calgary, Information Technology department,
can be reached at kistorma.joe@calgary.ca. Dino Megliola,
supervisor of enterprise server management, can be reached
at megliola.dina@calgary.ca. n

TurboMeeting
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Municipalities Cautiously Begin Testing
The Cloud As a Data-Storage Option
By Omar Rashid
Microsoft Canada
Sometimes in the information technology field, it becomes
irresistible to try a new kind of solution even if you’re not
certain that you should.
When talking with municipal IT practitioners about servers
and storage, I find that one over-arching issue trumps
everything else: how to deliver more services or manage
the existing services they are delivering, while reducing or
at least maintaining current costs.
This is by far the dominant issue in planning for future
server and storage needs. It becomes more challenging year
after year, as storage volumes inexorably rise and demand
grows for complex applications that are heavy consumers of
bandwidth.
Several years ago it was unheard of for a municipal
government to have a terabyte of data. Now large municipalities can easily have 30 to 50 terabytes to store. Some
are anticipating having petabytes of data.
Paradoxically it is becoming more difficult for IT departments to make business cases for new investments when
their data centres approach capacity. The land that IT needs
for its new data centre has premium value, and there are
instances where IT has had to compete for land that others
want to use for condominiums.
Those buildings, after all, would bring in revenue for the
municipality as opposed to what some see merely as overhead. They ask: Why are we in the data storage business
anyway? Why do we need all this?
The IT department is then forced to consider moving at
least some parts of the data centre to the cloud. It’s not a
decision that many take lightly.

Security Concerns
Concerns about data security and ownership, as well as the
degree of robustness of cloud-service providers’ infrastructure
and the level of client protection in contracts, have made some
Canadian municipalities wary of moving to cloud-based storage
solutions. These issues have been discussed extensively in the
pages of Municipal Interface and at regional MISA conferences.
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I remember delivering a keynote speech at the MISA
Ontario Annual Conference in Niagara Falls in 2010, predicting
that municipalities would find ways to overcome their trepidation
about the cloud because of sheer economic necessity.
Well, I can’t claim yet that my prediction has been fully
validated. But the trend is moving in the direction I talked
about and giving municipal IT planners a cost-saving option.
Municipalities are beginning to realize that they can
approach the cloud as an experiment. Specifically, some
progressive IT departments are using the cloud as a testing
or staging environment for the development of new applications, using dummy data.
The application and its data set can reside outside of onpremise infrastructure. There are advantages to be gained
from lower demand on server capacity and lower energy
costs, as well as from the speed and flexibility that the cloud
can offer.

Brampton and the Cloud
In the fall of 2011, the City of Brampton, Ontario, tried
out this idea. It created a cloud-based mobile application
to accurately track the number of citizens who attend city
events. This was a low-risk experiment using non-critical
data.
Brampton, a city of 500,000 just northwest of Toronto,
holds an annual block party called Brampton Day. The City
wanted to increase the number of residents who came to the
celebration and draw more people from under-represented
parts of the municipality. To do so, it needed more accurate
information about who was actually attending.
For years the Communications Division had been manually tracking attendance with the help of volunteers who
roamed the five-hour event and counted the number of
participants using paper and pencil. The volunteers manually
entered the data into an electronic spreadsheet, a cumbersome process that typically took three days and failed to
generate the accurate, detailed information the City needed.
In July 2011, the Communications Division asked the IT
Division to help it to develop a better way to track attendance for the upcoming Brampton Day in September, just
two months away.
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plans to use the application at more
events in the future.

Working with Redbit Development, a Microsoft partner, the IT
Division built a mobile application
that enables users to accurately track
the total number of people attending
City events, pinpoint which parts of
the city participants live in based on
postal codes, and display this information in real time.

Gunasekera sees the application
as a prototype for how Brampton will
use cloud-based mobile applications
in the future to improve efficiency
and better engage citizens.
“The application was a great
proof of concept because it showed
us that it’s possible to develop lowcost, effective solutions and get them
up and running very quickly.”

The developers used Windows
Azure, a cloud environment used to
build, host, and scale Web applications within Microsoft data centres,
and combined it with Bing Maps.

The Brampton example shows
how municipal governments can
investigate low-risk options for cloudbased storage services.

Developing the application cost
$17,000. Prasanna Gunasekera,
project manager in the Brampton IT
Department, reports that the entire
project took only two months from
concept to completion.

The first step is to recognize that
data is not homogenous. It’s not all
high-risk. Of course there are certain
categories of data – such as that
related to police or health and
Omar
Rashid
delivers
a
keynote
address
to
the
“We didn’t have to worry about
welfare services – that most municiMISA
Ontario
Annual
Conference
in
Niagara
Falls
firewall rules, databases, user access,
palities would insist on remaining
security, and all of that,” Gunasekera in June 2010, predicting growth in cloud services. on the premises and protected to the
says. “This was a very fast, inexpengreatest extent.
sive and effective solution.”
Other categories of data, however, such as Brampton’s
With the cloud service, developers were able to reuse
aggregate location data for event attendees, carry no risk
elements of the same code to create applications for both
from exposure and can be stored using the most cost-effecWindows phones and tablet PCs running Windows 7.
tive option. That might be the cloud.
Downloading the application on to these devices enabled
It is similar with applications – some are mission-critical,
volunteers to freely walk around as they worked with residents others could be replicated or replaced if necessary without
to collect data.
serious damage to the corporation or loss of productivity in
Residents could zoom into the area where they live using
Bing Maps and then move a point around on a map with a
touchscreen to more precisely pinpoint their location. They
could also type in their zip code or street intersection. The
information was displayed in real time on two widescreen
television screens.

Geographic Distribution
Brampton was able to accurately count the 4,578 residents
who attended its September 2011 Brampton Day event and
identify how many residents attended from each of the city’s
10 wards.
The City did not have to use any local server or storage to
carry out this project. Data collected using the mobile devices
could be stored in the cloud at no risk of disclosure because it did
not contain personal information. It was aggregate data based
solely on postal codes of the people attending Brampton Day.
Brampton decided to use it again six weeks later to track
attendance at its public Great Pumpkin Party event. The City

the IT department.

Data Classifications
A trend to consider for the future, then, as a means of controlling
server and storage capacity and costs, is to classify the kinds of
applications and services that a municipality is delivering and the
kinds of data it uses or produces, and then select the most costeffective storage options for the different classifications.
Based on such a classification framework, a municipality
can select which applications and types of data could be
moved to the cloud if that is the most cost-effective option.
Essentially the cloud enables a municipality to become
more agile and less encumbered with made-in-concrete
solutions for problems with parameters that always change.
I believe that this will be an increasingly important part of
municipal storage solutions from now on.
Omar Rashid of Microsoft Canada’s Public Sector Practice
can be reached at omar.rashid@microsoft.com. n
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Please Sir, May I Have Another Byte?

Fredericton Brings Community Organization Into Modern World
By Wade Kierstead
City of Fredericton, New Brunswick
As professionals involved in operating municipalities,
we see firsthand the value that independent not-for-profit organizations contribute to the health of cities, such as providing
meals to families, home support and community-involvement
programs. Unfortunately in these times of the budget crunch,
such organizations often fall victim to budget cuts.
With a bit of creativity, however, the City of Fredericton
found alternative ways to support these programs and keep
an eye on the budget at the same time.
While many organizations throughout municipalities are
very good at what they do, these organizations may have
little knowledge about using the Internet or other computer
resources to streamline their business.
If they bring in a small third-party computer-support company, that company may be able to provide some PC support
but still have limited knowledge of how to use the Internet
to update business processes. (An example is setting up a
domain registration for mycompany.org.) What’s more, companies that provide general consulting are often too expensive
for a small not-for-profit.
In these situations, a municipality can help by offering
“in kind” services, including designating staff hours to these
organizations and thus enabling municipal staff to provide
a simple review of operations and suggestions for businessprocess improvements.
Offering further services requires a little more ingenuity.

Working with e-Novations

Because the new building was close to a main fibre line,
e-Novations was able to bring the organization into the fibre
infrastructure and use it as a case study for providing some
basic technology services.

Technology Quick Hits
This not-for-profit organization had a variety of technology
challenges that produced opportunities for some quick hits,
aimed at making its operations more efficient:
• There was no central management of its 20 computers –
each computer was its own entity with local logins. Any
time someone wanted to use a computer, the on-site IT
person had to set up an account on the PC or use generic
logins.
• People had e-mail accounts from a local ISP so there was
no associated branding occurring.
• Network printing was seldom used – people had small
personal printers or limited access to printing.
• People saved all their documents to local storage on the
computers, which were mostly five years old or more.
When asked about backups, a few people had USB sticks
that they copied files on to when they were going to work
from home.
• Operating systems on the PCs ranged from Windows 98
to XP, with a variety of Office products.
• There was no consistency with anti-virus solutions, with
some computers completely unprotected.
• Most computers did not have Internet access, and there
was a very limited network internally. Some users had
installed a separate dial-up connection as an alternative to
running a network connection through the old building.

In 2011 the City welcomed the addition of a new facility for
one of the major not-for-profit organizations. When a fund
raiser was held to support the organization’s move from
its 48-year-old facility to its newly built home, City Council
responded by investigating various ways it could contribute
at the municipal level. These discussions progressed to
consider strategies to provide support to a variety of not-forprofits within Fredericton.

• The firewall protecting the administration PCs was more
than 10 years old, and no one had the credentials to sign
in or view the configuration.

The City has a distinct advantage because it has a registered
telecom utility – e-Novations ComNet Inc. – which has hundreds
of kilometres of fibre-optic cable around our small city
and operates the municipal area network known as the
Community Network.

Contacting the Microsoft representative for the area
resulted in licensing for Office, Exchange and Windows
Server with a “Charitable Organization” product line – a
little-known Microsoft SKU that results in very large discounts
for not-for-profit organizations.

Having the organization on the e-Novations core-fibre
backbone provided connectivity directly into e-Novation’s
server room. e-Novations used its existing VM capacity to
create a virtual data centre for the organization – a pair of
domain controllers, an Exchange server and a files server.
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Setting up the servers for the organization enabled use of
the virtual infrastructure for future not-for-profit organizations as
well. For this purpose the Active Directory setup was segmented; Exchange was set up in a “hosted” model, which
permits multiple organizations to share the server independently of each other; and the files server was set up to
restrict users to only their organization’s files.
Through discussions with the administrators of the facility
a new e-mail domain was chosen, and an Active Directory
account was assigned to each user with a personal e-mail
address and files server space. This gives staff access to
their e-mail and files on any of the organization’s computers
without assistance from their IT resource.
Two DMZs were created off the e-Novations firewall,
one connecting to the virtual- server infrastructure and the
other connecting to the organization’s network via the fibre
connection. The firewall rules were set to permit the organization access to the virtual servers as required as well as full
access to the Internet, of which the organization was given
an allotment of bandwidth.

New Computers
e-Novations provides a corporate backup system, taking
backups of the files server and Exchange server on a nightly
basis. It was recommended that the organization invest in a
number of new computers, which its IT staff member would
set up with the discounted version of MS Office, Microsoft’s
free Security Essentials for anti-virus and some basic utilities.
This staff member was also granted rights to add the computers to the domain so that other e-Novations staff did not
need to be involved.
e-Novations volunteered to be involved in the construction of the new facility and was able to advise on the network
cabling. Initial plans called for a single network drop anywhere
there was an immediate need, without planning for additional
strategic areas. e-Novations coached the organization to install
either dual or quad network drops, depending on the purpose
of the area and simply based on experience of where computers
were likely to be placed in the future.
The main contribution given to the organization was time.
It took approximately a week to have the back-end servers set
up and functioning through the firewall, and a few days to
meet with the organization and discuss its existing setup and
how it could function more effectively with a central model.
Then it took another few days to train its IT resource on such
issues including how to use network accounts instead of local
accounts and add computers to the domain.
e-Novations was careful to clearly define delineations of
responsibility for the setup of computers and accounts, and
ensure that there was full buy-in from the stakeholders. This
was done to prevent future support issues from being sent
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to its IT shop with the expectation that e-Novations would
support the organization’s computer problems.
Even with the delineations explained, a few instances
still occurred where the role as a service provider had to
be clarified. In those cases where the issue was beyond the
expertise of the organization’s IT support, the organization
contacted a local computer company to come on site and
solve the issues. e-Novations was available to clarify information for the support company, but the actual hands-on
support was left to others.
Having a large VMware environment made the project
possible since no hardware capital costs were required for
the server infrastructure. The incremental load on the servers
is very light, as the organization has a staff of approximately
40 users. Without a virtual environment, four new servers
would have had to be purchased, and the project would not
have been financially feasible.
By the end of the transition, through e-Novations the City
had helped bring the organization into a much more standard
setup – easier to support, and easier on the users. The organization gained the benefit of having someone experienced
help them through the transition to a modern facility and
a central computing model. The City also helped broker
significant discounts on Microsoft products, which otherwise
might not have been available.

Potential Expansion
e-Novations is open to further partnerships with other not-forprofit organizations that contribute to the well-being of the
citizens. Further discussions are required concerning criteria
for determining eligibility and the extent e-Novations is
willing to go to bring them into the infrastructure.
With the creation of the back-end servers complete, the
next pilot groups would be much simpler to link in, but their
accessibility to the e-Novations network would probably be
the largest obstacle to overcome. Options exist such as data
radios or private HDSL lines, but these would need to be
examined on a case-by-case basis.
“In-kind” services can be an alternative support mechanism to
not-for-profit organizations, enabling municipalities to watch
the budget while still providing backing. While each municipality is different in what it can provide given its strengths
and weaknesses, it should still examine where its strengths
lie and where the need of the community is greatest.
With the expectations set up front so all parties understand
the delineations of responsibilities, successful partnerships
can be forged to help provide services to our citizens.
Wade Kierstead is senior technical analyst/systems architect
for the City of Fredericton and can be reached at wade.
kierstead@fredericton.ca. n
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Quebec Cities Demonstrate Potential
For Sharing Virtualized Infrastructure
By Tim Schnare and Scott Glover
Cisco Systems Canada Co.

Some of them are structural and political, and those
remain difficult to overcome. The technological barriers,
however, are coming down.

Advancements in server and storage technology are
paving the way for municipalities to achieve cost efficiencies
through the consolidation of infrastructure.

Traditional architectures do not lend themselves readily
to sharing among tenants. It is difficult to ensure that various
users’ data is both secure and quickly accessible. A shared
server and storage architecture would have to simultaneously resolve issues concerning power consumption, space,
security, diversity and survivability of data and applications.

The advent of virtualization, which has been embraced by
Canadian municipalities, has done more than enable the
consolidation of server infrastructure and reductions in energy
costs. These days, much broader potential benefits are available.
What appears possible now is the virtualization of
services, not just machines. That is because the evolution of
these technologies is moving beyond the boundaries of the
data centre out into the network.
Once you can virtualize applications in a network, you
can extend that network across any number of internal or
external jurisdictions, sharing the costs and benefits.

Growing Movement
The movement toward virtualization is a key trend affecting
municipalities. Cisco Canada estimates that about 70 per
cent of Canadian municipalities have instituted virtualization
to some extent in order to run multiple independent virtual
operating systems on a single physical server.
This, however, doesn’t resolve the complex and growing
challenges facing municipal IT departments today, which
transcend the data centre. The great complicating factor
affecting how municipalities can manage, distribute, store,
and protect data is that today’s data is in motion.
Both citizens and employees are on the move all the
time, expecting information to be available across multiple
devices. It becomes extremely difficult for IT departments to
deal with issues of management, security and compliance
when data is distributed so widely and in so many formats.
Underlying this problem is the vice-like pressure on
municipalities to do more with less. When data requirements
grow, where is the money to pay for more virtualized servers
or even more data centres?
The bottom line is that municipalities must re-examine
their models for data management and storage. One potential new paradigm, sharing of infrastructure across jurisdictions, has been on the minds of municipal IT directors for
years. But there are significant barriers.

In Quebec, a group of three municipalities is demonstrating that such issues can indeed be resolved.

History of Amalgamations
The City of Brossard, population 78,000, is located on the south
shore of the St. Lawrence River opposite Montreal. In 2002
Brossard was merged into the city of Longueuil, but in 2006 a
de-amalgamation took place, and Brossard was reconstituted as a city. At the time, three neighbouring cities, Boucherville, Saint-Hubert and Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville, shared
IT services with Brossard on one site, hosted by a third party.
This data centre hosted a number of important applications
used by Brossard, including financial, recreational and library
programs as well as other specialized applications. Although
the data centre met most of the City’s needs, the IT staff found
it very challenging to add new applications because it had
little or no control over implementation procedures.
With the data-centre contract ending in December 2010,
Brossard and the other cities decided to host their own IT
environment. Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville proceeded on its own,
but the remaining three cities joined forces to share the necessary infrastructure, software and applications. The three
cities already had an existing fibre-optic network connecting
them, so the decision was made to build one data centre in
Brossard, which would provide service to the two other cities.
Gaston Huot, director of information technology for
Brossard, says, “We wanted a completely virtualized environment, with virtual servers and workstations to ease the
complexity of providing services to three cities.
We also wanted a platform that was scalable and could
be quickly and easily adjusted to our business needs.”
Each of the three cities now houses and manages its own
data, securely, using a joint solution that integrates application, platform, network and infrastructure virtualization.
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The solution combines a low-latency unified network fabric with x86-architecture servers. Known as the Cisco Unified
Computing System, it is a multi-chassis platform in which all
resources participate in a unified management domain.
In effect, the solution is a private cloud for the three
municipalities. Its embedded device managers, called fabric
interconnects, have built-in intelligence for managing all of
the servers attached to them. The three cities can each manage their own workloads simultaneously, with Brossard’s IT
department as a shared human resource.
The IT staff of five run and manage approximately 500
virtual workstations and 70 servers, all powered by applications in the private cloud.
“Now, when someone needs a new application, it’s very
simple for us to go into the system and create the space within
the infrastructure to host the new application,” Huot says.
“We have full control, and it’s very simple to build
exactly what is required by application providers. Everything
is segmented and is easy to provision.”

New Applications
Because the virtual workstations are managed centrally in
Brossard, it is a simple matter to expand capacity to house
new applications. For example, when workstations require
an upgrade, rather than having to reconfigure individual
desktops one by one Brossard builds an image centrally that
is virtually deployed throughout the network. The end-user
then simply reboots and reconnects to the network, and the
virtual workstation is automatically upgraded.
Bell Canada deployed the solution by the required deadline of
December 2010. In total, nine blade servers were installed
in Brossard, with an additional three servers placed in a
secondary site in Boucherville for redundancy.
Bell was able to house the Brossard equipment in two
cabinets with fewer switches than in the previous data centre
and with minimal cabling. Cooling requirements were significantly reduced. Brossard can now use the same amount of
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energy it took to run only one city to provide services to
all three cities.
Tarak Sabra, architect-practice leader, storage and virtualization, with Bell Canada, says the solution enables server
technicians to focus on one service profile, perfect it, and
then duplicate it across the board.
“Without this capability, you would have to reinstall or
reconfigure every server separately. By replicating a service
profile that has been tested and is working perfectly, human
error is reduced to zero – we’re simply duplicating a proven
profile. This saved time and allowed us to get both sites
running on time and on budget.”

New Era of Efficiency
As the Brossard case study illustrates, virtualization has
opened up new opportunities for infrastructure management
and, ultimately, resource sharing.

Municipal IT managers can plan their capital programs on
the basis of unified computing, and their previously scattered
IT assets can now become a single unified block of infrastructure.
Storage can be centralized but flexible. A single server
can have dozens of different application workloads running
on it, and that has implications for the distribution of those
workloads to various organizations.
They can share a computing and storage system that is
integrated by intelligent networking, with a single pane of
glass as the management window. Consider the possibilities!
Consider the possibilities!
Timothy Schnare, major account manager for Cisco Systems
Canada Co. in the Greater Toronto Area, can be reached
at tschnare@cisco.com. Scott Glover, Cisco data centre
specialist, can be reached at scglover@cisco.com. n
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Gaining Speed in the Cloud
Pilot Project in City of Greater Sudbury Discovers
That Transaction Speed Improves on Hosted Server
By Ron St. Onge and Rodney Harrison
City of Greater Sudbury, Ontario

options would be. The costs of hosting a server could either
be very minimal or extremely expensive. Services were generally being offered by small, unfamiliar vendors.

An interesting finding at the City of Greater Sudbury
could help improve the cost-effectiveness of operations in the
Information Technology Services department and enhance
services to client departments.

More recently, though, the industry has been maturing.
Larger, international vendors are offering infrastructure as a
service, and some of their larger corporate customers have
been proving the concept. More literature is available to
help potential municipal customers understand what they
could be getting into.

Through a pilot project, we have learned that it is technically feasible to make use of cloud-based infrastructure-asa-service offerings with no detrimental effect on speed or
reliability – just the opposite, in fact.
We don’t yet know where this will lead us because we
have not addressed privacy and security concerns concretely.
It appears, however, that we have more options for planning
our server and storage infrastructure than ever before.
Our experiment began in 2011, but its roots go back further.

Cautious Experiments
For the past few years we have been considering how to
take advantage of cloud computing at Sudbury, making a
few limited efforts to understand how the technology works
and estimate the associated costs.
Some City departments have employed software as a
service and contracted for hosted applications for processing data types such as inventory-related items. We have
a long-term-care facility with a patient-care management
application that is in a hosted environment.
Such Web-based hosted applications are in widespread
use by Canadian municipalities. In Sudbury, our policy is
to include them when we are helping client departments to
investigate new projects. We look to see if a cost-effective
solution is available from a vendor offering software as
a service.
If there is, we can be the middleman for a department
that needs to understand exactly what a vendor is providing
and help ensure that privacy and security rules are being met.
When it comes to infrastructure as a service, however,
we had been hesitant up to last year. We were unsure what
options would be needed and what the impact of various

For us, consideration of infrastructure as a service ultimately
hinged on the issue that overhangs all municipalities – doing
more with less.
Many of us are familiar, unfortunately, with this scenario
– a client department that wants to move forward with a
new project or opportunity, but the IT Services department
does not have the resources available to install, manage,
and maintain the necessary technology. How can we actually move projects forward when we can’t add more human
resources or internal infrastructure?
We looked at some of our traditional in-house equipment
in this light, such as application servers, database servers
and Web servers, and concluded that, if we could manage
them more efficiently through a different way of doing business, we could free up financial and/or human resources to
do other things that might have a better strategic outcome or
return on investment.

Gaining an Education
In August 2011 the Software and Business Applications section of IT Services decided to carry out a little pilot project,
not as a commitment but to educate ourselves on the pros
and cons of using cloud-based infrastructure as a service.
The vendor was Amazon Web Services (AWS).
To truly know how well hosting a server on AWS could
work, what the cost implications would be, and what
problems might be encountered, we created a full Windows
server installation in the AWS environment, configured it,
and learned how to access it with the Amazon tools.
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Our idea was to build a demonstration site for PeopleSoft Finance 9.1. Our Finance department was planning an
upgrade to this new version; the installation ultimately got
under way in February 2012. In preparation there was lots of
testing to be done.
We configured the hosted server to run Windows
2008 R2, Oracle 11gR2, PeopleTools 8.51 and PeopleSoft Finance 9.1. The server was set up with a PeopleSoft
Finance 9.1 demo database. We configured security protocols
on the server so that only IP addresses originating from the
City of Greater Sudbury could access it.

The hosted server in the cloud was
faster and more responsive than a
similar server in our environment
To minimize costs, we automated the server to only run
between 8 am and 5 pm Monday to Friday. Backups were
also automated.
Using a standard set of Oracle tools, we simulated database storage and retrieval transactions on the hosted server
with dummy data. We also simulated reading information
from the database and loading pages on to our Web site.
These tests were carried out intermittently during the
summer of 2011 by our database administrator, who also
performed the identical transactions in the PeopleSoft test
site on a similar database server running on our VMware
environment on our storage area network.
Since no one else was using the servers in either environment, we were able to compare the performance of the two
servers from the same purely technical perspective.
As soon as the testing began we could see a difference
in performance. The hosted server in the cloud was faster
and more responsive, impressively so.
Database input/output measurements showed that transactions ran 250 per cent faster on the hosted server than on
the similar server in our own environment.
As to costs, we determined that we could run this enterpriselevel software in the cloud at the very low cost of about $100 a
month. There were no service disruptions or quality issues.
By September we felt confident enough to approach
Finance and suggest that it try using the hosted environment
to carry out its fitgap planning and carry out more detailed
tests for PeopleSoft Finance 9.1. They did, with results that
replicated ours. On that basis Finance has proceeded to use
the demo installation for all its fitgap testing.
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With our performance test validated, we want to further
investigate infrastructure as a service by moving to the next
level. We are looking for opportunities to build our own
infrastructure environment in the cloud.
This would be for the purpose of supporting live, fullblown projects in collaboration with one or more client
departments. Initially we will select projects that have little or
no impact on data privacy and security.
Eventually, though, we will have to consider whether
to push into a production environment a project that might
have privacy and security issues attached to it. We hope to
be ready by the time that challenge comes along.
IT Services has been working for the past couple of years
to review our privacy and information-security policies and
develop a modern security framework. Doing this to adapt
to modern technologies, including the cloud and mobile
devices, is a tremendous job, much bigger than testing
the technologies.

Security Framework
We are making progress, however, and, as we move
forward with projects that will have a privacy and security
impact, we expect to have the security framework in place to
help us learn ultimately how much value we can gain from
infrastructure in the cloud.
Meanwhile we expect that in the future we will be able
to offer our client departments a number of options for
technological support:
• Moving to hosted servers those small to medium-sized
applications that require time-consuming technical
management, while maintaining larger enterprise systems
on-premise
• Having enterprise applications hosted completely in the
cloud by providers
• Establishing private clouds within our own department or
in collaboration with other municipalities.
We are looking at all these options as a mix that we can
apply where most appropriate.
Over time we hope we can take advantage of server and
storage services in the cloud to more quickly and cost-effectively provide solutions to our client departments.
We’ll see how far we can safely go.
Ron St. Onge, manager of business applications for the City
of Greater Sudbury, can be reached at ron.stonge@greatersudbury.ca. Business systems analyst Rodney Harrison can
be reached at rodney.harrison@greatersudbury.ca. n
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Les Palmes, Haïti:
Un Grand Projet de
Reconstruction

Editors’ note: We are grateful to RIMQ for contributing Frenchlanguage articles to Municipal Interface. This article describes
a project called “Municipal Cooperation Program – Haiti,”
supported by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities
(FCM), l’Union des Municipalités du Québec (UMQ) and the
Canadian International Development Agency. In the municipality of Les Palmes, municipal experts work to help the local
communities provide services and restart their fiscal cycle.

L’autre volet, la mobilisation fiscale, est couvert par Jean
Monfet du MAMROT, Luc Robillard et André Corriveau de
Sherbrooke, et moi-même, Gaston Huot de Brossard.
Chacun de nous apporte dans son secteur d’expertise
l’appui nécessaire pour aider les communes à rétablir les
bases fiscales essentielles à la collecte annuelle des diverses
taxes, droits et redevances sans lesquelles les municipalités
ne peuvent ni payer leurs employés, ni fournir de services
publics à leurs citoyens.

À titre de gestionnaire municipal, nous répondons
aux besoins d’affaires en « faisant plus avec moins ».
L’expression est clichée mais la préoccupation, bien réelle.
Transposons-la maintenant dans un univers où on vous
demande de « faire plus avec RIEN »?... C’est le défi que
relèvent actuellement la FCM, l’UMQ et l’ACDI, dans le
cadre d’un projet de soutien à la reconstruction d’Haïti.

Les deux volets sont sous la coordination de Daniel
Poitras de la FCM, le coordonnateur local et l’homme clé du
projet dans la région des Palmes. M. Poitras se rapporte à
Martin Blackburn, directeur du programme qui lui, à partir
de Port-au-Prince, coordonne l’ensemble des activités de la
FCM en Haïti. Il est important de mentionner l’apport de ces
deux personnes qui passent plusieurs mois par année loin de
leur famille, parfois dans des conditions quasi monacales,
afin de soutenir les actions de reconstruction d’Haïti.

La Fédération canadienne des municipalités (FCM),
l’Union des municipalités du Québec (UMQ) et la ville de
Montréal, grâce à un financement de l’Agence canadienne
de développement international (ACDI), ont entrepris la mise
en œuvre du Programme de coopération municipale HaïtiCanada (PCM) en Haïti.
L’un des deux objectifs principaux du PCM est de contribuer à l’établissement d’un bon système de gouvernance
afin de rétablir les capacités administratives de base des
communes de Gressier, Léogâne, Petit-Goâve et GrandGoâve (formant la région des Palmes) et leur bras technique
au niveau régional la Direction administrative et technique
intercommunale des Palmes (DATIP), et l’autre est redémarrer
la machine fiscale (l’argent est le nerf de la guerre) afin
qu’elles puissent mieux planifier et coordonner la reconstruction de leurs communautés, recommencer à assurer la
fourniture de services à leurs populations.

Sur le terrain
À première vue, il est fascinant de constater à quel point
les enjeux des villes sont les mêmes, qu’on soit dans un
pays émergeant ou une grande puissance mondiale. Ceci
est d’autant plus vrai lorsqu’il est question de gouvernance.
Comment garder une étanchéité entre les secteurs politiques
et administratifs?...
Quelles sont les règles définissant l’acquisition de biens,
de services, de même que l’embauche du personnel? Ce
sont à ces éléments de gouvernance que s’adressent Daniel Leduc de Richmond et Félix Michaud de Montmagny,
appuyés par Monique Bouchard de Rivière-du-Loup et Ryan
Jestin de Calgary.

Le PCM souhaite donc appuyer les efforts de rétablissent
en fournissant aux intervenants municipaux en place des services informatisés pour supporter la gestion municipale des
villes visées, notamment les processus requis pour maintenir
un rôle de taxation et produire une facturation pour le CFPB
(l’équivalent des taxes foncières au Québec).
Louise Duquet, chargée des relations internationales à
l’Union des municipalités du Québec (UMQ) œuvre « sur le
terrain » depuis plusieurs années. Elle planifie, entre autres
mandats, la formation aux nouveaux élus des communes
d’Haïti; des élus qui doivent réapprendre leur rôle dans un
contexte où la démocratie est une valeur fragile. « Dans certains endroits, l’hôtel de ville a été démoli; les fonctionnaires
travaillent dans des locaux temporaires, souvent mal adaptés.
Imaginez le défi de les sensibiliser à la gouvernance et au
recrutement d’une main d’œuvre qualifiée, alors qu’ils n’ont
pas encore les outils pour percevoir des taxes », constate-t-elle.
Ce texte se veut une modeste introduction à un projet qui
mérite d’être mieux connu de nous tous du milieu municipal.
Je m’assurerai dans les prochaines semaines de vous garder
informés des développements et des besoins, de telle sorte
que vous puissiez faire part de vos conseils pour contribuer
à l’avancement du dossier.
Gaston Huot, gaston.huot@villebrossard.qc.ca, est Directeur
des Ressources informationelles, Villes de Boucherville,
Brossard et Saint-Lambert, et membre du Conseil
d’administration du RIMQ et de MISA/ASIM Canada. n
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Three Canadian Cities Named Among
2012 Top Seven Intelligent Communities
Canada has taken three of the top
seven spots in the Intelligent Communities
of the Year worldwide competition
for 2012.
The Intelligent Community Forum (ICF)
named its 2012 Top Seven Intelligent
Communities of the Year on January 18
– including Quebec City, Saint John,
New Brunswick, and Stratford, Ontario.
The announcement was made by
ICF co-founder Louis Zacharilla at a
ceremony at the Pacific Telecommunications Council’s annual conference,
which was held in Hawaii.
The ICF’s Top Seven are communities that provide a model of economic
and social development in the 21st
century using information and communications technology to power growth,
address social challenges, and
preserve and promote culture.
The entire 2012 list can be found at
www.intelligentcommunity.org.
The awards cycle will conclude in
New York in June during ICF’s annual
summit, where one of the Top Seven
will succeed Eindhoven, Netherlands,
as Intelligent Community of the Year.
In a news release, ICF presented
the following reasons for selection
of the Canadian entries, based on
analysis by a team of independent
academic experts.

Quebec City
Quebec City is the economic and
cultural hub of the Province of Quebec.
Home to major universities, it ranks
number 1 in Canada and number 2

in North America for university students per capita and has the nation’s
largest per capita concentration of
researchers. Regional GDP has grown
30 per cent in the past 10 years,
driven largely by R&D and high-tech
businesses.
Yet in the 1980s, Quebec City
accounted for only three per cent of
high-tech jobs in the entire province. A
decision by local government to interconnect the city’s universities and business
community transformed a political
capital into a technology capital.
Quebec Metro High Tech Park is
now home to almost 100 companies
employing 5,000 people, and the
park’s management team continues to
advise and steer promising applications from universities into commercial
development.

City of Saint John
The start of the new century in 2000
was a time for mourning in Saint
John. A shipbuilding contract from the
Canadian government came to an end,
and a major food manufacturer closed
its plant. A long period of industrial
decline had suddenly reached crisis point.
But while it had Canada’s largest
per capita decline in manufacturing
from 1989 to 2003, Saint John also
saw eight-per-cent growth in services,
double the Canadian average. To
accelerate that positive trend, the City
created a partnership with education,
health care, provincial government,
cultural institutions and business.

It targeted ICT, life sciences, tourism, energy and advanced manufacturing
for growth. In a strategy called True
Growth, the City engaged with local
employers and educators to identify
and recruit skilled young people
graduating from secondary school
and university. It also recruited skilled
immigrants and launched a mentorship
program to connect immigrant entrepreneurs with business executives.

City of Stratford
Stratford is one of the Top Seven for
the second year in a row. Since its
founding as a mill town in the 1800s,
Stratford has been a crossroads where
agriculture, industry and culture meet.
It is home to the Stratford Shakespeare
Festival, which generates $135 million
annually in local economic activity.
Stratford, however, has had to take
major steps to create a 21st-century
economy.
A city-owned company has laid 60
km of optical fiber and used it as the
backbone of a public WiFi network.
The University of Waterloo has opened
a Stratford campus offering a Masters
of Business Entrepreneurship and Technology program. This has given rise to
the Stratford Institute, a think tank focusing on digital media.
Broadband and IT have also addressed
the challenges of rural healthcare.
Eighty per cent of Stratford’s family
physicians are on a broadband
e-health portal for health records,
administration and after-hours care. n
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Regina’s Open-Data Portal
Is a First for Saskatchewan
The City of Regina has launched an
open-data portal, becoming the first
government agency in Saskatchewan
to do so.
The portal, www.regina.ca/residents/open-government, opened February 27 to enable people to go online
to access data instead of submitting
requests to the City.
“We want to show commitment to
open, accountable and transparent
government practices,” said Alyssa
Daku, Regina’s manager of corporate
information governance.
“It really increases transparency to
the public.”
Gary Dickson, Saskatchewan’s
information and privacy commissioner,
said: “I think this is a terrific initiative on the part of the City of Regina.
We’re encouraging the Government of
Saskatchewan and other larger cities to
embrace this kind of open-government
initiative.”
Data published to date includes
ward boundaries, points of interest,

solid waste collection and land use.
Daku said, “It’s our intent to continue
exploring additional data sets that we can
post for increased information sharing.”
When the process to create the portal began in the fall, the City contacted
other municipalities with such portals in
place for advice. One lesson learned
was that public input is important.
In Medicine Hat, Alberta, for example, it was discovered that the public
was interested in cemetery information.
By sending an e-mail to opengov@
regina.ca, Regina residents can propose information that should be made
available and suggest an application
that could be created to access it.
“I think the stakeholder engagement
is going to be really key,” Daku said.
She said the portal cost less than
$5,000 to create. Since the City
processes more than 2,000 requests
for data every year, with some duplicates, it will save time and money.
Regina Leader-Post

Edmonton Expands
Open-Data Portal
To City Council
The City of EDMONTON has
expanded its open-data portal to
include data sets from City Council
for the first time.
Five data sets have been released
including voting records, motions,
meeting details, agenda items and
attendance.
During the past six months Edmonton has also released data sets covering location-based tree information,
residential snow-clearing schedules,
landmarks near bus stops and corporate land sales. The portal can be
viewed at http://data.edmonton.ca.
The City’s open-data program was
the subject of a presentation by the
Information Technology department
during a winter festival called Metropolis, organized by Events Edmonton
from December 31 to February 20.
On the weekend of January
13-15, the IT department occupied a
pavilion and gave presentations on
open government, its IBM Smarter
Cities project and related topics. n

City of Airdrie Creates a Rolling Emergency Command Centre
Mobile emergency command trucks for
police or fire departments are essential
in large Canadian cities, but for small
towns they can be unaffordable, particularly if officials want the vehicles to
have cellular or Internet connectivity.

year using a former ambulance and
other surplus equipment.

A small city north of Calgary has
found a solution: link the vehicle to the
municipal wireless system.

The vehicle is stocked with a
computer, a video camera for recording witness statements and an 802.11
access point with a 150-foot radius
for use by police, fire or any other
emergency support staff with portable
devices that can use Wi-Fi.

That’s what the City of Airdrie did
when it built what it calls a multi-partner mobile command centre late last

The spur was an August, 2010 train
derailment north of the city. At the time,
it took several days for the municipality
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to assemble a mobile command centre
to assist numerous city departments to
deal with the crisis.
“We saw a need, between the fire
department and IT, for a vehicle that
is ready to respond in the event of a
disaster,” says Paul Hurst, Airdrie’s
network administrator.
The access point connects through
a crossover to a device from ESTeem
Wireless Modems to the municipal 2.4
GHz wireless network. Network World Canada
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Governance Issues
By Roy Wiseman
Executive Director
MISA/ASIM Canada

My 35 years at Peel provided some valuable management
lessons that I talked about in my last column – particularly the
three dimensions of management (managing up, managing
down and managing across) and focusing primarily on
managing up: your relationship with your boss.
I also discussed making decisions, encouraging managers to first find and then push the boundaries of their
decision-making authority, consistent with organizational
policies and practices.

Decision Making as a Culture
Continuing this theme of decision making, I have come to
believe that, while decision making is a culture and habit
that can be developed, in the public sector it is often not well
developed, especially at the management level. Rather than
having a bias for making decisions, the tendency is often to
debate issues endlessly, postponing decisions on the basis of
needing further consultation or additional information.
In Sir Michael Barber’s excellent book Instruction to Deliver,
which describes the processes developed during former
British prime minister Tony Blair’s second term to ensure
that the government could actually deliver on its promises,
Barber comments on the excellent reports produced by the
Audit Commission – but notes that these reports were taking
an average of two years to complete.
In a conversation with someone who had worked on
many of these reports, Barber asked, “After how long did
you know 90 per cent of what was in the final report?”
“A month,” came the reply.
I suspect that this is like many of the decisions that we are
asked to make. In some cases, it may be justified to invest
the additional time to move from 90-per-cent to 100-per-cent
confidence. On the other hand, perhaps 90 per cent may be
good enough for many, perhaps even most, situations.
If this is the case, before asking for additional information, you can consider three questions:
1. Is the additional information really likely to change the
decision or recommendation?
2. Is the amount of time required to obtain the information
gap justified, based on the additional value that the
information may bring in improving confidence in the
decision?
3. If we do discover some critical new information further down
the road, can we simply adjust our course at the time? Is this
a lesser risk than the cost of deferring the decision?
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Decisions,
Decisions
All of this is to recommend a bias toward making decisions – without being foolhardy or reckless. In my view,
many public sector organizations incur greater costs and lost
opportunities through decisions that are delayed or not even
made, rather than bad decisions that are in fact made.
In addition, organizations that make decisions more
easily may find it easier to reverse course when those decisions aren’t working out, while organizations that agonize
interminably over decisions may find it extraordinarily
difficult to abandon such decisions, once made.
Many of you will know the expression: “When you
discover that you are riding a dead horse, dismount.” My
experience is that we in the public sector continue to flog
many such dead horses, long after their last breath.

Many public sector organizations incur
lost opportunities through decisions
that are delayed or not even made
To encourage a decision-making culture, I suggest the
following:
1. For any meeting (formal or informal), define the decision
to be made and include this as part of the agenda and
the opening comments: “We are here to make the
following decisions.”
2. Confirm that it is realistic and desirable to make the
decision at this meeting. Is it likely that we have the right
information? Are the right people at the meeting? If not,
rather than setting yourself up for failure, acknowledge
that this is just an information-gathering meeting and
define when, how and by whom the decision will be
made after the meeting.
3. Be clear on how and by what process the decision will
be made. Will it be by consensus? What if there is no
consensus? Will it be by majority rule? Alternatively, are
those attending simply providing input so that a person in
authority can ultimately make the decision?
4. Once you have set a goal of making a decision, drive to that
goal. Ensure that the discussion is contributing to the decision
rather than simply talking around the issue. When you believe
that you have sufficiently explored the key information and the
discussion is becoming repetitive, push for a decision.
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5. At the end of the meeting, summarize the decision that has
been made as a means of reinforcing the desired behaviour.
6. Finally, while the goal should be to reach a decision,
recognize that there will be times when deferrals are both
necessary and wise – in situations, for example, when
it becomes apparent that certain critical information is
missing. In such cases, clearly identify the missing information and move quickly to close the gap.

Own Your Decisions
As a final word on decisions, it is important to fully own your
decisions.
For example, we may sometimes take a recommendation
to our superiors after discussing it with our team, only to find
that our superiors provide some different direction, perhaps
a minor variation on the recommendation or even something
quite different.

Working with your professionals, our lawyers will
help you develop a practical solution that takes
into account the unique challenges faced by your
municipality.
For more information contact:
J. Fraser Mann
fmann@millerthomson.com
416.595.8195

Added experience. Added clarity. Added value.

millerthomson.com

calgary
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2. If I were strongly opposed to the new decision, I had
a responsibility to say so at the time. If I did and was
overruled, I have two choices:
• Support the direction to the best of my abilities, including selling it to my team. This can and should be done
honestly, even acknowledging that the direction is
different from what you would have or did recommend
– but still explaining why your superiors came to a different conclusion and supporting their authority to do
so. It is also important to indicate that the decision has
been made and it is time to move on.

This doesn’t mean that you can never overrule and
reverse “bad” decisions. At times, this may be necessary.
In doing so, however, you should be careful not to
undermine those making the decisions. Support their right
and authority to have made the decision they did; reinforce
with them that you want them to continue making such
decisions; and explain why you found it necessary to
change the decision in this specific case, thus turning it
in to a coaching opportunity.
Finally, ask yourself if it is really necessary and wise to
impose your own judgment. The risk is that, unless used very
sparingly, the message to those working for you is to check
with you first – which creates the cycle of disempowerment,
upward delegation and unnecessary delays that we are
trying to avoid.
In other words, if you want staff to make decisions and
reduce the drain on your time, you have to be prepared to
accept decisions that may be different from what you might
have done in the same situation. Expecting them to do only
what you would have done is not true delegation.

Miller Thomson LLP

kitchener - waterloo

1. My authority is undermined if my team thinks that I am
simply doing what I am told, making it appear that I
am, therefore, no longer “in charge.”

As another example from the realm of “managing
down,” whenever you delegate decision-making authority to
your staff it is your responsibility to support their decision. If
you’re not prepared to support it, then you should not have
delegated the authority in the first place.

Miller Thomson lawyers have years of experience
representing municipalities in Ontario and across
Canada on IT and procurement matters.

vancouver

There are two reasons for this approach:

• Get out of the way so that I can be replaced by someone who will be able to wholeheartedly implement the
decision that has been made.

information technology
and procurement law
experience at your side

Elisabeth Symons
esymons@millerthomson.com
416.595.8575

In going back to the team, rather than saying that “we
recommended X but were told to do Y,” I would say that,
after discussion we (rather than they) have decided to do
Y – taking ownership of the decision.

edmonton
guelph

saskatoon

toronto

regina

markham

london

montréal
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National and Member Executives
National Officers

MISA Atlantic

MISA BC

PRESIDENT
Maurice Gallant, City of Fredericton
506-460-2830
maurice.gallant@fredericton.ca

PRESIDENT
Maurice Gallant, City of Fredericton
506-460-2830
maurice.gallant@fredericton.ca

PRESIDENT
Guillermo Ferrero, City of Nanaimo
250-755-4486
guillermo.ferrero@nanaimo.ca

MISA Prairies

TREASURER
Barbara Davey, City of Surrey
604-591-4803
brdavey@surrey.ca

PRESIDENT
Corey Halford, City of Airdrie
403-948-8800 x 706
corey.halford@airdrie.ca

SECRETARY
Wayne Ikesaka, City of Vernon
250-550-3540
wikesaka@vernon.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
Sabina Visser, City of Lethbridge
403-320-3880
sabina.visser@lethbridge.ca

http://misa.bc.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
Kathryn Bulko, City of Toronto
416-397-9921
kbulko@toronto.ca
TREASURER
Garry Bezruki, City of Waterloo
519-747-8726 (fax 747-8727)
bezruki@city.waterloo.on.ca
SECRETARY
David Hennigan,
The Capital Regional District
250-360-3141
dhennigan@crd.bc.ca
www.misa-asim.ca

MISA Ontario
PRESIDENT
Geoff Hogan, County of Grey
519-376-2277
geoff.hogan@grey.ca
VICE PRESIDENT
Dan Munns, Town of Whitchurch-Stouffville
905-640-1910 x 285
daniel.munns@townofws.ca
TREASURER
David Laneville, City of Timmins
705-360-2605 (fax 705-360-2686)
davidl@timmins.ca
SECRETARY
Claire McKay, County of Wellington
519-837-2600 x 2290
clairem@wellington.ca
COUNSEL
Lou Milrad, Miller Thomson LLP
416-595-7926 (fax 595-8695)
lmilrad@millerthomson.com
www.misa.on.ca

TREASURER
Dan Newton, City of Red Deer
403-342-8283 dan.newton@reddeer.ca
SECRETARY
Michelle Bohachyk,
City of Fort Saskatchewan
780-992-6225 mbohachyk@fortsask.ca
MEMBERSHIP
Kelly Kaban, City of Yorkton
306-786-1729 kkaban@yorkton.ca
www.misaprairies.ca

Réseau de
l’Informatique
Municipale du
Québec (RIMQ)
PRESIDENT
Gaston Huot, Villes de Boucherville,
Brossard, Saint-Bruno et Saint-Lambert
450-923-6362
gaston.huot@ville.brossard.qc.ca
VICE PRESIDENT
Jean-Guy Renaud, Ville de Terrebonne
450-471-8265 x 1312
jeanguy.renaud@ville.terrebonne.qc.ca
SECRETARY-TREASURER
André Labonté , Ville de Saint-Jean-surRichelieu
450-357-2435
a.labonte@ville.saint-dean-sur-richelieu.
qc.ca
www.rimq.com
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